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Abstract
Burstiness in data traffic is emerging as a critical property that
protocol analysis can no longer ignore. To preserve the kind of
burstiness or scaling phenomena observed in aggregated TCP traffic, we develop a behavioral model that captures TCP’s windowbased and closed-loop control. Through a novel modeling technique – exhaustive state exploration, we systematically examine
each TCP states over a restricted range of connection length and
packet loss. This restricted range covers the TCP behavior most
common to web exchanges. When connections step outside this
range we preserve simulation accuracy by taking an abstraction
fault and changing to a more detailed model. By counting packets
with interarrival times falling into certain critical intervals – round
trip time (RTT) or retransmission timeout (RTO), we are able to
create finite state automaton (FSA) with states and transitions indicating rounds of back-to-back packet transmissions. We demonstrate that an FSA approximation of TCP can produce light-weight
simulation models of TCP suitable for background traffic, and that
these models accurately reproduce multifractal scaling behavior in
IP network traffic.

1 INTRODUCTION
Simulation has become a necessary tool to study networking protocols at large scale. Testbeds of 1000s of nodes are not feasible
for general use. Simulation studies often consider a new protocol
(transport protocol, queueing dicipline, etc.) by studing a few new
flows in the context of background traffic. Simulation of background traffic is difficult for several reasons: it must accurately
model burstiness inherrent in Internet traffic, it must simulate large
numbers of the connections, and it must be efficient to model web
traffic, the current dominate use of the Internet.
Correctly modeling burstiness in data traffic is critical to reaching appropriate conclusions. For example, studies of RED [12]
have reached very different results in different simulation [12] and
emulation studies [5]. A key difference in these studies is the level
of burstiness in the simulated traffic.
A promising solution to capture burstiness is the structural approach to traffic modeling [9], closely modeling how traffic is created in a real network. Two mechanisms are crucial to capture
Internet behavior over a wide range of time-scales:
1. User-level property – exponential web session arrival and
heavy-tailed session duration contribute to the persistent
burstiness observed throughout large time scales. I.e., selfsimilarity at large scales.
2. Network mechanism – TCP’s closed-loop control and
window-based transmission have strong influence to the unusual burstiness in medium and small time scales. I.e., pe-

riodicity at round-trip-time scale and multifractality at small
scales.
A problem employing this approach to traffic modeling is the state
cost. A simulation of a 400-user ISP network requires 1000s of
random varaibles for the user-level property and 100,000s of TCP
connections to capture the network mechanisms. Even with parallel simulation techniques, memory efficicency is often the critical
bottleneck as simulation sizes grow.
Finally, simulation models must correctly model current Internet traffic. TCP is the dominant transport protocol on the Internet
(95% of bytes, 90% of packets, 80% of flows [6, 29]), and web
traffic (HTTP) typically accounts for the majority of TCP traffic
(often 60-80% worth). Although the steady-state behavior of long
lived TCP flows has been carefully studied and modeled analytically (beginning with Floyd [10], see [15] Section 2 for details),
these studies do not model short flows. While long-lived flows account for the majority of bytes sent on the Internet, the majority of
flows are short. Several studies [29, 7] reported that flow or web
document sizes exhibit a power-law distribution with average of
15–30 packets or 5–10 kilobytes. Furthermore, TCP is at its most
aggressive when starting up (during its initial slow-start phase), so
carefully modeling this period is critical to capturing the network
mechanisms that contribute to the small-time-scale behavior.
The key contribution of our work is a new approach to efficiently modeling short TCP connections for background traffic.
We accomplish this by taking advantage of heavy-tailed nature of
Internet traffic and representing short connections very efficently
while representing long connections with more detail. Since majority of flows are short, this approach greatly reduces simulation
memory requirements. We efficiently represent short connections
with a Finite-State Automota (FSA) that models.
We generate this FSA model with a novel technique: simulatorassisted exhaustive state anaysis. We use a simulator to investigate
all possible cases of segment loss for a given amount of data. From
this exploration we construct a FSA that approximates TCP congestion control behavior. Hand generation of this FSA from the
TCP specification or an implementation would be extremely error
prone. We therefore use a simulator to automatically enumerate
the state space, and are developing software to fully automate FSA
construction.
Our approach requires three assumptions of TCP behavior.
First, we assume that most short TCP flows can be modeled as
rounds of several back-to-back packets separated by a delay of
about one round-trip time [13] (or longer delays in the case of
error). Second, packet losses are independent and identically distributed (as opposed to burst losses). We validate these assumptions by comparing our FSA model to detailed simulations of TCP
in Section 4.6. Third, our current models only consider at most
one loss per flow, an appropriate assumption for short flows and
relatively low loss rates (5%). We detect when this assumption

will be violated (when a second loss will occurs) and replace our
FSA TCP with an equivalent fully detailed TCP, i.e., through an
abstraction fault, thus preserving simulation accuracy. We examine this third assumption in Section 4.2, and note that we are able
to correct for it when applying our FSA model to backgroundtraffic simulations.

2 RELATED WORK
Our work builds on three areas of prior work: the approach of
exhaustive state analysis based on protocol analysis through state
exploration (in general) and analysis of short TCP transfers. Our
general TCP behavior analysis is related to work in modeling TCP
start-up behavior. Our applications of the FSA model to simulation are related to work in simulation abstraction.
Protocol analysis through state exploration: Finite-state
graphs are one of several tools that have been used to understand
protocol behavior, correctness, and performance. Traditionally
the primary application of FSA protocol approximations has been
proving protocol correctness (for example, [20, 14]). A common
problem in this work is controlling the size of the state space which
must be considered. Typical approaches are to make assumptions
to constrain the problem or to employ techniques to merge states
where possible (for example, [21]). Our work uses both of these
techniques to limit state space, and it employs simulator-driven
FSA construction to minimize chance of construction error and
mitigate the cost of a large state space. Furthermore, unlike most
prior work with large-FSA representations, we are focused on performance analysis and approximation rather than evaluation of
correctness.
Analysis of TCP steady-state performance: There has been a
significant amount of work on characterizing steady-state behavior of TCP. As early as 1991, Floyd presented a simple heuristic analysis to predict TCP performance with multiple congested
routers [10]. Ott, Kemperman, and Mathis completed a formal
analytical study of TCP window size behavior [24], and Lakshman and Madhow [19] proposed a more elaborate model for
TCP assuming high delay-bandwidth product and random losses.
Mathis et al. [22] and Lakshman et al. [19] independently derived
similar closed-form equations to approximate TCP bandwidth in
the steady state assuming sporadic losses (without retransmission
timeout),
More recently, Padhye et al. [25] solved the probability of
packet losses that will incur retransmission timeouts and delayed
acknowledgements. Their model was shown to predict bandwidth
of long TCP connections reasonably well, and adds consideration
of the maximal window size and timeout interval to the above simpler equation.
Common to these efforts is a focus on steady-state behavior of
TCP with infinitely long connections. These approximations have
been suggested for use as acceptable bounds on congestion control (first by Floyd [11], and in recent proposals [27, 26]). Studies of actual Internet traffic suggests that, although long connections account for much of the bandwidth, most connections are
quite short. More precisely, the distribution of connection length
is heavy-tailed with fairly small average around 15–30 packets or
5–10 kilobytes [29, 7]. The key difference between the related
work we consider next and our work is an examination of these
short flows.
Analysis of TCP-slow-start performance: Two efforts have
focused on analysis of short TCP connections. Heidemann et

al. [13] modeled short TCP connections (slow-start phase) assuming no loss to compare several alternative request/response protocols. Cardwell et al. build upon this work by combining it with
steady state models [25] to derive closed-form solutions for short
and long connections in the face of loss. They model connection
establishment time (including loss of the SYN), the number of segments sent in slow start and the amount of time spent in slow start
as a function of initial window size slow-start window increase
rate.
As in both of these efforts, we model TCP as rounds of backto-back segments beginning when the first is sent out and ending
when it is acknowledged. Unlike [13], we consider possibility of
packet loss. Unlike Cardwell et al., we use the technique of exhaustive state analysis. Thus we can more accurately model nonlinear slow-start rates that they approximate with an exponential.
In addition, we show how our approach can easily be apply to
efficient simulation which approximate TCP traffic.
Simulation abstraction: Very large simulations require the use
of abstraction: eliminating details from the simulation that do not
affect the outcome. A widely used example of abstraction is treating Ethernet as a 10Mb/s “pipe” rather than modeling the details of
MAC-level contention and retransmission. Ahn and Danzig proposed packet-level abstractions in flowsim [2]; rather than simulating each packet in a flow, they treat them as groups of back-to-back
packets. Inspired by this work and [13] we use this approach to
condensing TCP run-time state. Although we currently represent
individual segments separately while in-flight, adopting Ahn and
Danzig’s flow representation would improve run-time in addition
to memory consumption. Another promising proposal is to simulate TCP as a set of differential equations [23]. While this method
takes into account some degree of traffic dynamics but does not
work as accurately when simulated traffic is highly bursty.

3

MODELING TCP

Approaches to flow and congestion control are central to any network transport protocol. These algorithms control how quickly
data packets are injected into networks. Open-loop protocols inject packets into the network without regard to the network or receiver; closed-loop protocols react to signals from the network or
the receiver concerning congestion or buffer allocation. Closedloop protocols employing end-to-end congestion control (such as
TCP) are critical to the success of the Internet because they adapt
to congestion [11].
Our goal is to capture the key aspects of TCP’s closed-loop congestion control mechanism [17] well enough to accurately model
TCP. Ideally our model would reproduce well enough aggregated
TCP traffic that it would be indistinguishable from that of fully
detailed TCP across a wide range of timescales [9, 8].
This section briefly summarizes TCP congestion control and
describes how we model TCP as several rounds of back-to-back
packets separated by a delay of about one round-trip time (based
on [13]). We then describe how we use simulated versions of TCP
to populate this model over the region we consider.

3.1

Key TCP Algorithms and Timescales

Behavior of short TCP connections is governed by TCP’s congestion control algorithms [17] and delayed acknowledgements [3].
Specifically, TCP is ACK-clocked—new TCP segments are sent
only in response to acknowledgements from the receiver, and the
number of new segments introduced is limited by the congestion
window, or cwnd. During slow start, cwnd is increased by one segment for each ACK received. Slow start exits when the amount of
data specified by the slow-start threshold, or ssthresh, is sent or a
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Figure 1: Left: packet exchanges in a short TCP connection. Middle Left: sequence-number finite-state machine. Middle Right: round-size
finite-state machine. Rigth: FSA of Reno TCP with Delayed Acknowledgement Sink.
segment is lost. According to the delayed acknowledgement rule,
clients send ACKs whenever two full segments are received, or
when a timer expires.
If segments are lost, TCP will detect that fact and recover in two
ways. First, fast retransmit [18, 28] is an optimization to quickly
recover from a single loss. If the receiver detects a missing segment, it begins sending ACKs for each segment received. The
sender interprets these three consecutive ACKs as a loss signal for
that missing packet and immediately resends it. Second, if fast retransmit is not possible, the sender eventually will time out (after
RTO, the retransmit time-out delay) and resend the unacknowledged segment.
We can observe TCP’s behavior at multiple timescales: at
the coarsest granularity (seconds) users initiate new connections.
Slow-start, fast-retransmit, and timeouts all occur at frequencies
proportional to the round-trip time between sender and receiver.
Finally, ACK-clocking operates at a very fine timescale on the
order of packet-transmission times. Because of these multiple
time-scales, Internet traffic exhibits a complex, multi-fractal behavior [9]. Any attempt to model TCP must capture this richness. Experience with other protocols that attempt to reproduce
TCP behavior (RAP’s rate-based approach [27]) demonstrate that
modeling coarse-grained TCP behavior can reproduce very TCP
like traffic, but lack of fine-grain adjustment is noticeable in traffic
statistics.

3.2

Deriving a Simple FSA

We approximate TCP with a simple model with the goal of the
reproducing medium- and coarse-granularity TCP behavior. We
model the effect of TCP’s slow-start, fast retransmit, and timeout
mechanisms, but without directly reproducing those algorithms.
We will show later that we can accurately reproduce aggregated
TCP traffic across a very wide range of timescales, but we do not
expect (or claim) to reproduce very fine-grained, ACK-clock-like
effects.
The left portion of Figure 1 shows a typical TCP connection
for a web request. After connection setup, the request is sent,
and data returns the web client. Governed by TCP’s slow-start
algorithm, data is sent in a series of rounds. Each begins with
the transmission of a data segment and ends with the receipt of
an acknowledgement for that segment. When multiple segments
are in flight, multiple ACKs will be returned; we assume these
transmissions overlap.
We have modeled receivers both with and without delayed acknowledgements. When a receiver implements delayed ACKs we

currently generate the ACK for the first data segment immediately.
In real implementations this segment will be timer driven with an
effectively random delay of 1–500ms, averaging 100ms for typical
implementations.
We map this model to a state machine in two steps. First, consider the center part of Figure 1. The number in each state indicates the sequence number of segment sent. Short arcs (in the
grey ovals) indicate delay of a packet-transmission time; longer
horizontal arcs indicate a delay of about a round-trip corresponding to a wait for the return of an acknowledgement. The top row
of states in the center state diagram captures the lossless behavior seen in the packet exchange at the left part of the figure. (The
top-left state is transmission of one segment, an RTT delay, two
segments in states 2 and 3, and so on.)
To model the effects of packet loss we expand this FSA downward. Packet loss affects both the delay until sending the next segment and how many segments are sent in the next round. A packet
loss can trigger either a timeout or a fast retransmit—we show
timeouts with thick, downward lines and fast retransmits with thin
downward lines, both labeled with the digit of the lost segment.
The new state corresponds to retransmission of the lost segment
and (if possible) additional segments. The center FSA of Figure 1
shows that if segment 1 is lost, the TCP connection will wait for
a retransmission timeout and then re-send this segment. Alternatively, if segment 3 is lost, TCP sends two more segments and then
times out on the missing segment 3.
This model produces a complete but verbose FSA. To simplify
this state machine we group series of packets that are sent close together (back-to-back) and represent only timeouts and round-trip
delays with arcs. The center FSA of Figure 1 groups these rounds
with grey circles. On the right we represent the same information,
but the number in the circle represents the number of segments
sent in that round. Again bold arcs represent a timeout delay, and
now all non-bold arcs represent a delay of about a round-trip time.
For states that represent a round with multiple segments in flight,
there are multiple downward transitions, each labeled with which
segment in that round is lost. Position in the FSA now represents
TCP’s congestion window and slow-start threshold.
One additional optimization we employ is to merge states in the
graph with identical congestion windows and slow-start threshold.
The right FSA of Figure 1 shows this where the timeouts from the
loss of the first packet in either the first or second rounds both
transit to a state where one segment is sent. This abstraction also
allows certain degree of state aggregation if different loss patterns



end up in a state with same number of packets to send, congestion
window size, and slow-start threshold. In the end, we get a more
manageable state machine (the right FSA in Figure 1) that captures
the essential dynamics of a TCP connection.

3.3

Generating Complete FSAs

Manual generation of an FSA model from the TCP specification
would be very error prone. Furthermore, there are many variants
of TCP that one might wish to consider. Instead we conduct a series of systematic experiments in a simulator. For each size transmission, we produce a trace of the flow (taken at the sender). We
compute packet interarrival times, and knowing the RTT and RTO,
back-calculate the corresponding part of the FSA. We systematically repeat this procedure for each possible segment which could
be lost.
As an example of this procedure, we constructed a network
of four nodes: bottleneck link of 1.5Mb/s, 100ms delay, with
two edge links of 5Mb/s and 2ms delay (204ms total round trip
time). A trace corresponding to the left part of Figure 1 will show
segment sequence number/interarrival time of 1/316.7ms, 2/1.6,
3/220, 4/1.6, 5/1.6, 6. This sequence indicates transmission of 1
segment followed by a round-trip delay (plus an extra 100ms delayed from the delayed ACK timer), then 2 back-to-back segments
followed by a round-trip delay, then 3 back-to-back segments, that
translates into the top row of the FSA. When we repeat the experiment losing the third packet we see this sequence: 1/316.7ms,
2/1.6, 3/316.7, 4/1.6, 5/898.4, 3. Again, we see 1 segment and a
round-trip and delayed-ACK delay, then two more segments followed by another round-trip and delayed-ACK delay, two more
segments and a timeout until the lost segment is retranmitted. In
Figure 1 right this corresponds to starting in the top-left node,
moving right, then following the thin line down, then the thick
line down. As a rule of thumb we treat interarrivals less than 50%
as back-to-back, and over 200% as retransmits, although this approach doesn’t distinguish delayed-ACK timers. As can be seen,
this approach differs from typical simulation-based protocol studies that explore randomly chosen or specific configurations and
often consider only statistical summary of the behavior.
Using this approach we have constructed FSA models of TCP
for Tahoe and Reno senders and receivers with and without delayed acknowledgements. We used ns-2’s one-way TCP implementation and explored the state space with zero and one loss per
flow out to transmissions of up to 31 segments. Figures 2 and
3 in [15] show the resulting FSA models for these four combinations. These figures are similar to the right part of Figure 1
(lines represent RTO or RTT delay, numbers in circles represent
how many segments are sent in that round, and downward lines
indicate that the th segment in that round was lost). In addition,
the two-tuples near some nodes indicate cwnd and ssthresh values
after a loss.
Although generation of traces was automated, analysis of the
traces was done by hand. Automation of this process would not
be difficult and would allow a deeper exploration of the state space
and exploration of other TCP variants.
We can reproduce the progress of a TCP connection by beginning in the upper left state (labeled ) and keeping track of the
number of segments remaining to be sent. If no segment is lost
in the round, it moves to the state on the right with label after
delay of one round trip time. If no packets are lost for the entire
connection, the FSA TCP connection will move horizontally to
the right until all segments have been sent. However, if a segment
is dropped, the FSA TCP connection follows the line downwards
that corresponds to the dropped packet (first, second, or nth in that







round). From the two-element tuples, we see that Reno and Tahoe
TCP adjust their slow-start threshold in the same fashion whereas
the two flavors of TCP decrease the congestion window size in
slightly different manners. When a packet retransmission occurs
due to duplicate acknowledgements, Reno TCP reduces its congestion window size to a half of the current window size. On the
other hand, Tahoe TCP always reduces its congestion window size
to one.

4

GENERATING BACKGROUND TRAFFIC FOR NETWORK SIMULATIONS

One application of our FSA model of TCP is to provide a lightweight approximation of TCP that can efficiently generate large
amounts of web-like background traffic for use in network simulation. Our approach is to translate the FSA model into an abstract version of TCP. We will show that this approach can substantially reduce memory consumption in simulations with many
flows, while preserving simulation accuracy across a large range
of timescales.

4.1

Constructing a Light-weight TCP Agent

We have implemented our FSA TCP agent in the ns-2 simulator [4]. Our simulator implementation of an FSA-driven TCP protocol consists of several parts. We directly implement the states
in the FSA model of TCP as a set of C++ data structures. Each
active FSA TCP connection maintains a pointer into this FSA, indicating its position in the state machine, the number of segments
remaining to be sent, and an approximation of round-trip time.
The FSA TCP agent sends regular packets into the simulator; we
have made some optimizations to avoid memory consumption by
these packets. When one of these packets is dropped (because a
router queue overflows or packet corruption is simulated) the corresponding FSA TCP agent is directly informed.
One important difference between our simulator implementation of FSA and the model is how we handle violations of the
model’s constraints. In the simulator we can detect violation of
the constraints (for example, a second packet is lost in a flow) and
generate an abstraction fault. To recover, we substitute a regular
(fully detailed) TCP agent for the abstract FSA TCP agent. We
cannot regenerate all TCP state (for example, exact details of the
RTT estimation), but we can preserve cwnd and ssthresh. This
ability to fall back on a more detailed implementation allows us to
get a very accurate simulation of TCP behavior while limiting the
model size.

4.2

Single Loss Per Flow

Our current implementation of FSA TCP considers expanding the
state through only one loss per flow. This limitation is because our
creation of the state machine is currently only semi-automated.
Assuming i.i.d. packet loss probability we can quantify the
probability of our model being not covering a given flow by summing all the paths in the FSA which result in crossing two (or
more) loss paths. This simplifies to:

    (1)

where  is the probability a segment is lost and  is the number
 model inapplicability

of segments to send. (Intuitively, for each possible length, what
is the chance that we lose two and send the rest correctly.) This
equation is shown graphically in Figure 2 for several error rates.
This graph quantifies how many absraction faults we expect to
take in simulation. Probability of model failure is quite low for
low loss rates (less than 2%) over the range we consider, but for
higher loss rates and longer connections an accurate model will
require handling at least two losses per flow.
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4.3

Experimental Methodology

We evaluate FSA TCP performance (memory consumption and
run-time) and accuracy with a common scenario. We use an ISPlike topology (Figure 2) similar to that used for prior scaling analysis by Feldmann et al [9]. To demonstrate the scaling property
of FSA TCP, we vary number of TCP connections from 10 web
sessions to 100 web sessions and each session contains about 200
TCP connections. These TCP connections arrive in Poisson random distribution and the connection sizes are Pareto (heavy-tailed)
with average 10KB and scaling factor (alpha) 1.2. For the set
of FSA TCP simulations, we replace TCP connections that are
shorter or equal to 31KB with FSA TCP and let the other longer
connections run using original TCP implementation. All simulations run in detailed delivery mode and end after 4200 seconds of
simulation time (slightly higher than an hour). We use a Pentium II
450MHz machine with 1GB physical memory, running FreeBSD
3.0, and our modified version of ns-2.1b5.

4.4

Simulation Performance

Figure 4 evaluates the memory and time performance of our FSA
TCP compared to a regular (detailed) TCP in the simulator. Each
point in Figure 4 is the result of one simulation. Because the simulation is deterministic, repeated runs with the same random seed
generate the same results and we do not show confidence intervals.
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Figure 5: Distortion by FSA TCP: % Difference in Throughput
and Delay.
The left plot in Figure 4 shows that FSA TCP improves memory
usage significantly compared to detailed TCP. The more TCP connections have to be created, the more memory FSA TCP saves.
This evaluation also suggests that TCP state overhead consumes
the majority of memory in simulations involving many 100s of simultaneous TCP connections1 . FSA TCP abstracts away a great
deal of details and requires very few states, essentially a pointer
to the current state in the finite state automata and a floating point
number for round trip time.
In the right plot in Figure 4, we do not see significant improvement in run-time. This is because simulation time is proportional
to the size of the event scheduler list (unless physical memory is
exceeded), which is determined by the number of events or packets scheduled at times. Currently, our FSA TCP implementation
in ns-2 generates the exact amount of individual packets as indicated in the finite state automata diagrams. Thus, the amounts of
events or packets scheduled for detailed TCP and FSA TCP are
the same, and so we do not see much improvement in simulation
run-time. An optimization to FSA TCP that we are considering
is to represent each round of packets with a representative packet
event, as suggested by Ahn and Danzig [2]. By avoiding scheduling individual packets, this approach will substantially reduce the
size of the event queue and speed up simulations.

4.5

Distortions in Individual Flows

A risk in using an abstraction is that it may introduce distortions or
inaccuracies in the simulation. FSA TCP does not implement the
round-trip time estimation mechanism from detailed TCP, and it
does not model ACK-clock triggered spacing between individual
packets and ACKs. These can result in differences in delay and
delay-related metrics.
To quantify the differences, we measure the connection
throughput and the queuing delay for each packet at the bottleneck
queue. For each number of connections, we run two identical simulations. One uses FSA TCP and the other use detailed TCP. For
each connection, we compute the difference ratio of throughput
and the absolute difference in queuing delay at bottleneck. The
left plot in Figure 5 shows that FSA TCP throughput differs from
detailed TCP by about 3%, and that this distortion is largely insensitive to the amount of traffic. The right plot in Figure 5 shows
that per packet delay (at the bottleneck) FSA TCP differs from
detailed TCP by about 10–20 ms, or 5–14% in a network with
round-trip times ranging from 140–400 ms. These results suggest
that FSA TCP might be useful in generating background traffic
where coarse-grain accuracy (up to 100s ms or per round trip time)
is required. However, we should avoid using FSA TCP when comparing TCP behavior in fine-grain (below 10ms or per packet) time
scale.
1
Optimizations in the 2.1b6 release of ns may change this difference; we have not
yet evaluated this experiment on that platform.

4.6

Distortions in Aggregate Traffic

Our main goal in using an FSA approximation to TCP in simulation was to simulate large amounts of background traffic in limited
resources. To evaluate its effectiveness in this role we must understand how the distortions observed in Section 4.5 will appear in
aggregate traffic. We will show that these effects do not interact
(potentially magnifying each other), but instead are unnoticable
across medium and large timescales (longer than 10ms).
To evaluate the scaling behavior of aggregate FSA TCP traffic
we employ wavelet-based analysis [8, 9]. In this section, we begin
with a succinct description of the wavelet analysis and ways to
interpret the scaling plots generated by the wavelet analysis. We
then compare aggregate FSA and detailed TCP traffic with this
tool.
4.6.1 Wavelet analysis
We use the wavelet transform of a time series to study global scaling properties in traffic. In particular, we examine the average
energy contained in each scale of the trace and examine how that
quantity changes as we move from coarser to finer scales. The
average energy at scale is the average of the sum of the squared
wavelet coefficients
; i.e.,
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where
is the number of coefficients at scale . To determine the
global scaling property of the data, we plot
as a function
of scale , from coarsest to finest scales, and determine qualitatively over what range of scales there exists a linear relationship
and scale ; that is, over what range of time
between
scales there exists self-similar scaling (see [1] for more details).
When periodicities at a particular time scale are added into an exact self-similar trace, a dip emerges; that is, there exists a higher
frequency packet interarrival in that time scale. It is often we observe a pattern of linear relationship in large time scales and a dip
in round trip time scale when applying this global scaling analysis
with live network traces [8, 9]. In Figure 6, the scale is on the
bottom axis and the corresponding time (in seconds) is plotted on
the top axis for reference.
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4.6.2 Applying wavelet analysis to FSA TCP
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Figure 6: Comparison of global scaling of detailed and FSA TCP.
(Two lines are shown, plotted nearly on each other.)
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We have described how to generate a finite-state autotomaton
representation of TCP based on an abstraction of TCP packetexchange behavior. We have shown how to build a abstract FSA
representation of TCP state for generation of background traffic
in simulation, and how to select between the abstract and a detailed model at run-time as necessary to optimize both memory
and accuracy. We demonstrated that FSA TCP simulations can
accurately reproduce the same results as a fully detailed simulation of background traffic. These results suggest that the FSA
model can capture the key TCP characteristics at medium and
large timescales and can be employed where it is applicable.
Several areas of future work are apparent: We would like to
fully automate FSA creation. We have automated trace generation of each loss scenario, but analysis of these traces can also be
automated. This would allow us to easily explore multiple-losses
per connection, burst losses, and the details of how delayed ACK
timers affect performance. We would also like to explore other
TCP variants. Comparing the selective acknowledgement extension to TCP [16] with these tools would be interesting. Finally, in
Section 4.4 we suggested that run-time performance of FSA TCP
simulations can be improved by representing back-to-back packets
with a single object. We would like to explore this as well.
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